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‘Ngaye ngal-Gangila. Nga-ngeiyo Roxanne.
Nga-durrkmirri gore/ Wurdurd Garriyigarrmerren’
‘My skin name is Ngal-gangila. My name is Roxanne.
I work at Children’s Ground.’

Roxanne Naborlhborlh

My name is Roxanne
Naborlhborlh. My clan name
is Burdoh and my country is
Manmoyi. My role at Children’s
Ground is Co-ordinator, Family
Engagement and Media. I also
work with all of the programs
that Children’s Ground
operates. This is our third
Community Report and I would
like to share the changes that

have happened this year.
It has been a great year once
again. With our experience
we have become better at
what we do. I have once again
worked with Dominic, Murray,
Maya, Bill, Lilly, and Ben.
Some of this report is in Bininj
Kunwok, the language spoken
in this region.

Cover: Patrick and Christopher
practicing their flips at Bininj
Kunborrk, Burrburryu

Family sitting down
watching a slideshow
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Kadberre Mankarre
Our principles
Translated to Gundjeihmi

Garri-yigarrmerren wurdurd gadberre.
Start early with the little ones.
Ngarrben-bukkan wurdurd, dja
ngad mak ngarrben-bidyigarrme ba
gabirri-djordmen.
Stay with them and grow with them
until they are big.
Garri-djarrkdurrkmirri gadberre.
Work with everyone.
Yi-karrmen bininj gun-bolk, gun-malal
yi-bebgemen dja gun-dulgarre.
Use and celebrate people’s ability
and strength.

An-garre yi-manmang.
Connect everything – health, learning,
culture, work.
Garri-burrbun bu man-garre bu manekke.
Always think about old ways and new
ways of doing things.
Garri-marrgebun.
Expect and deliver the best.
Bininj ngurri-dokmen.
Support community to lead the way.

Susan learning the proper way
to give according to kinship
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Na-bangardi dja Ngal-wamud
Mark and May
I am Gummadjung and I’m from Marlgawo.
Me and my wife Ngalwamud (May) work
here together. She is Mirarr. This is Mirarr
land and we work together. It’s been two
years now working at Children’s Ground
and we are working together, Balanda and
Bininj. It’s working well. We went camping.
May and I did most of the camps with the
wurdurd. They went camping to Marlgawo
and everthing was all good.

May Nango and Mark Djandjomerr are
Co-directors of Children’s Ground. May’s
skin name is Ngal-wamud. She is from the
Mirarr clan in Kakadu. Mark’s skin name
is Na-bangardi. He is a member of the Bolmo
clan from Marlgawo.

We are showing our kids for our future.
For our wurdurd we show them the right way.
We don’t want to show them the bad way,
we want to show the good way of life. It’s
important for us to teach our kids so when
they grow older they can cook for us, when
we are too old. We need lots of Bininj coming
together to help teaching wurdurd good way
for the future. We want help, we need support.
Lots of support. Children’s Ground in Jabiru
is getting good.

When I grew up, I listened to old people
first, talk about the culture, trees, fish,
turtle, and file snake. We worry about the
kids. When children grow up so they can
know everything. Children don’t know
bush tucker, they only eat Balanda food.
They keep eating all them Balanda food.
Yeah, no good. Here now we going good.
I was thinking this really good. Sitting
down there, relaxing, watching the kids
playing around, dancing. Our family, they
follow their culture.

We are working together, Balanda and
Bininj, in a good way. Making it happen.
So in Balanda education they can be
reading and writing, for example, when
we have important letters and paperwork
wurdurd are there to read and explain this
to us. It is important for these wurdurd,
while they are kids to get education and
be smart so when something comes up,
when that big important story comes from
government or something, they can help
us understand it.

– May Nango

– Mark Djandjomerr

Co-Directors May Nango
and Mark Djandjomerr
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Karridjarrkre manborlh mankudji
Walking Together on One path

Early years and primary wurdurd
practicing for our birthday celebration

Children’s Ground is about all
the families walking together,
sharing our knowledge and
culture and history together.
We sit down and we decide
‘how can we work together to
build a future for the wurdurd
to put their heads up for the
next generation?’ We take
them out learning on country
to learn about moieties, to
learn about bush tucker, to
learn about living on country.
It is very important for them
to learn about those things so
when the time comes for them
they can pass it on to their
next generation.

Indigenous Hip Hop Projects
visit Children’s Ground

Since Children’s Ground
opened the door everyone got
involved: families, wurdurd,
even the elders. The elders
get involved because they
have got their knowledge so
that we can learn in both Bininj
and Balanda ways. We want to
share who we are; we are here
standing up and doing the
right thing for our wurdurd. We
Bininj are not here for Balanda
– going around in circles. We
are Bininj and Balanda walking
together on one path.
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‘Bedda bedberre Mayali,
dja gadberre gun-mayali.’
‘For their future, for all
our futures.’
– Annie Ngalmirama

Wurdurd hunting for turtle

Kaylene Djandjomerr is proud
of her niece Kezia sitting down,
listening and learning

Paddy, Billy, Archie, Bill and Hendrika make
a love heart for mother’s day with Belinda
Morton, Shannon McLeod, Dionn Heitmann

Keith and Liz Newell
at the centre
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Wurduhwurdurd
Early years
The wurdurd that come to
our Early Years program got
into a good routine of coming
into Children’s Ground every
day last year. Jill, Belinda and
Dionn were our early years
teachers. They worked with
Nerisha, Sarah, Christine,
Kaylene, Annie, Marlene &
Sonya, as well as our Early
Years trainees, Josabella and
Christianna, to make sure
our wurdurd have a strong
foundation for future learning.
The children did lots of
activities in Learning on
Country last year including
turtle hunting, going swimming,
visiting rock art and important
sites, collecting pandanus,

hearing stories and they even
went on cruises at Yellow
Waters and Guluyambi (East
Alligator River).

for morning tea afterwards –
sometimes at the croc – and
it was something we looked
forward to every week.

A highlight for the year was
spending a whole term out
at Mudjinbardi. The Early
Years team went out every
day to work in the centre
or sometimes outside which
was really important for the
kids and the Bininj staff that
lived there.

We also had a number of our
early years Bininj staff sign
up to do their Certificate III in
Children’s Services. Belinda
said ‘we’re really excited that
they’ve taken that step!’
We had some challenges with
sorry business but overall it
has been a great year. We said
goodbye to Jill and Belinda
but welcomed Shannon as
our new Early Years teacher in
September. We are excited for
the next year as our numbers
grow and some of our early
years move up into primary.

Another new thing we did with
the early years last year was
having a playdate at Jabiru
Childcare Centre one morning
a week so the staff and
wurdurd could see a different
learning space. We would go

“I am absolutely amazed
with the progress of the
children this year.”
– Sue Haines

Wurdurd practicing their singing
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Emily Pettersson, Christine Alangale, baby
Curtis and Tylar are ready to go camping

Susan, Bob and Mena are happy

Jessica Vigona playing with
her boys at mobile learning

“I think to have an education program
where Bininj feel comfortable to come
in and be in the space and have their
children, their unlces, their aunties, their
brothers, their cousins, and having that
as a space that they feel comfortable
in I think that is really great for kids.”
– Liz Newell

Shannon McLeod and Kayleen
Djandjomerr reading with
Paddy and Jinisha
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Malcolm Jnr practicing
his handwriting

“Learning and teaching Kunwinjku and
that’s all good for year, and next year…
same next year, next year, same. We have
to do same again until they learn. We
have to do over and over- sometimes we
change, sometimes we don’t. Sometimes
we go same, so all the kids can get more…
in our aboriginal way.”
– Annie Cameron
Children’s Ground star
students, Kiara and Mahalia
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Sarah Billis teaching in Kunwinjku
while Liz Newell teaches in English
with Mahalia, Keith and Kayless

Wurduhwurdurd
Primary years
There is a small but strong group of kids that come to Children’s
Ground primary school. Liz was our primary school teacher at
Children’s Ground in Jabiru last year. She worked with Sarah,
our Bininj teacher, to teach the wurdurd how to read and write
in English and Kunwinjku. It is very important that our wurdurd
grow up learning both ways. The wurdurd are getting better at
reading and are now reading two books every day!
The primary class go out Learning on Country twice a week with
the early years to learn from the old people about Bininj culture.
We did lots of activities and learnt lots about bush tucker.
Every Friday afternoon in the primary class we have health
sessions at the pool where we swim or do ball activities so that
the wurdurd stay healthy, strong and have fun.
The primary class also got to work with Perlin doing cooking for
a term and with Damien and the arts program – Liz says they
have gotten more confident in themselves as artists.
This year we also had children from the early years spend some
time in the primary class to prepare them for when they move
into primary.

Stephanie Djandjul teaching
Jimmy and inspiring him to
learn and do a good job
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“We’ve made some real
progress, particularly here
at the centre, and in the
learning with the children,
the primary years have
been fantastic, we’ve got
children that are coming
into reading now- beautiful
reading behaviours- and
they’re really used to
the classroom and the
routine and what school at
Children’s Ground means
to them. They’ve really
settled in that way.”
– Belinda Morton

Bobo, Centre – we are
going learning on Country

Jarelle and Raizo having
fun with their Dad, Lester

Wolewoleh Wurdurdken
After Hours
We ran our After Hours and holiday program
last year to keep the wurdurd engaged when
they are not at school, providing them with new
experiences in a safe way.
Emily worked really hard throughout the year
making sure the wurdurd had activities that
were educational and lots of fun. Every week
we would do gymnastics, go swimming at the
pool, do cooking, as well as Bininj Kunborrk.

After hours was also a time for learning, making
sure the wurdurd could do their homework and
practice their reading.
At the end of the year we welcomed Alicia and
Freida to our After Hours team – they were
amazing leading a jam packed school holiday
program with the biggest numbers of wurdurd
and young people from around Kakadu West
Arnhem we’ve ever seen.

Cuisack and Donna playing
the ukulele and having fun
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Perlin Simon, Mahalia, Siah,
Tahlia and Emily Pettersson
bake cupcakes at After Hours

Playing under the fire
hose at After Hours
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Kayless, Jimmy and
Sonya painting the mural

David Cameron drawing
for Keith and Mahalia
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Bininj daluk kabirridjarrkmarnbun
Creative Arts
using different ways of painting, with inks and
ochre colours from the earth.

Mahalia watching
Queenie painting
Manwirdu

We have been supporting Ray with his Super Hero
artworks, working towards an exhibition in July!
Bininj Kunwaral art space is learning and
creating ‘Both Ways’ and celebrates cultural
tradition, as well as introducing the artists to
new techniques. We have had a visiting artistin-residence program where local artists have
been introduced to puppeteering, dance,
printmaking, textiles and street art.
Damien has also been helping the younger men
with their music, creating Black Rock Band and
recording songs in the music room and making
logos, band shirts and a video clip. The band
played at the end of year party and were great!

The work of the artists is something we are
all proud of at Children’s Ground. It means
the yawurrinj are learning from the older men
about the best ways to cut bark off the trees
for paintings, and artists have been doing
really good work. We had the CSIRO buy one
of Graham’s bark paintings to use on posters
and he put a lot of hours into that one. And the
wurdurd got to see him spending all that time
mixing the paints from ochre rocks and creating
pictures using the traditional styles from here.
Damien has been helping Graham and the
other artists with their work, making images
that we can sell through the online store, and
use for t-shirts and cards. And the wurdurd
are also involved each week, learning from
the artists and helping to paint on the big mural
wall on one side of the centre. Its something
that changes each time, so it is a living story,
and the Bininj all add their parts to it.

Cuisack learning
about old people’s
paintings at Ubirr

Abel Naborlhborlh
painting at Bininj
Kunwaral

We took the wurdurd out to the rock art sites
so they could hear from the older Bininj about
the stories and the way Bininj have cared
for the land and protected the art over many
generations.
The Woman Painters Basket Project was started
by Susan Indawanga with the senior women
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Azeriah and Billy making
fresh juice with Bram

Kunburrk Kadberre
karrinahnarren ba minj karri
Health and Well Being
At the health and wellbeing team with Felicity,
Bram and Perlin we worked with the wurdurd
and families. Perlin and Bininj staff helping
in the kitchen create good food for the kids
so that they get to like it when they’re young.
We work with the school and early years
teachers to set up a ‘little doctor’ program.
It helps the wurdurd know how to look after
any boils, cuts or scrapes they get, how to wash
them well and cover them up. Bram and the
health team have also been making fresh juices
that are full of vitamins and keep the young
ones blood strong.
Some of the yawkyawk (young Bininj women)
have been working with Perlin in the kitchen
during the year. Kimberly and Mary have
become regular helpers, especially preparing

good meals for the wurdurd at the centre and
for when we do Learning on Country. Perlin has
been talking with families about good food,
cooking for family, and provides recipes that are
easy to follow. We collect and use bush tucker
for manme (food) which we help the wurdurd
to learn about.
Using Bininj ways of being well, Felicity and
Bram in the Health and Wellbeing team
sit and talk with the families at Children’s
Ground in Jabiru and the local area to support
personal and family approaches to health. It
means thinking about physical health but also
emotional, cultural, social and spiritual health.
For Bininj, all of these things are connected.
And it means asking what Bininj want to deal
with, what is the main thing to focus on.
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Annie Cameron showing Jinisha
how to prepare bush tucker

Cara Goodman
and Perlin Simon
cooking up manme

Nila, Hendrika and Tylar
holding buckets of seeds
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Selone Djandjomerr passing
manme to Kayless and Kiara

Felicity with Gwendalyn
and Esmerelda on a trip
to Warradjan at Cooinda
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Yawkyawk & Yawurrinj
Young Women & Young Men
The yawkyawk were a really important part
of Children’s Ground in Jabiru last year, working
in lots of different areas. They worked with
Perlin in the health team, working in the kitchen
and cooking up manme for the wurdurd, and
were a great support in the classroom and
on country while the wurdurd were learning.

and repair many of the buildings and equipment
when it needs fixing.
They are always there when we go camping
on country, helping with fires and cooking
and setting up shelters. Last year we had two
big camps so wurdurd could learn about new
places and listen to stories from the old people.

Another important thing in Children’s Ground
has been the work of the yawurrinj (young men)
through the Morle Boys. They help all of the
other teams with their work – keeping things
working, doing lots of the jobs, and helping the
younger men to learn from the experiences of
their elders.

One big part the Morle Boys play is supporting
cultural learning, working with Bininj Elders and
Traditional Owners to ensure that Bininj culture
is kept alive by facilitating Bininj Kunborkk.
They sing, do dancing and collect a lot of the
materials for artists for their painting, weaving,
spear crafting, didgeridoo and clap sticks
making. Bininj Kunborrk is something that
supports all of the community – keeping alive
the old ways and helping the wurdurd to see
how all the parts of Bininj lives are connected.

These yawurrinj are involved with the wurdurd
in their “On Country” learning, and they keep
up a supply of bush tucker for the Health and
Wellbeing teams for all the families to enjoy.
They are learning how to maintain the vehicles

Darius Cameron, Mick, Ian
Djandjomerr, Keith and Jack
Namarnyilk dancing at Madugal

Corianne, Uriah and Bessina out
walking to be healthy and fit.
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Julie taking the wurdurd
hunting for turtle

Seasons in Kakadu
In Kakadu West Arnhem we
are teaching the wurdurd
about the seasons and what
to look for. This is the way we
know what good foods are
around and when it is a good
time to cut bark for paintings
and shelters. The Balanda
teach just four seasons –
they learnt those in other
countries – but here in our
country we have six names
for our seasons, and when
we are out on country we can
see which season it is just by
looking around us, noticing
things. That’s why we have put
in these pages to look at what
we do at Children’s Ground by
seasons, like when we know to
go camping or fishing. It helps
keep our language and culture
strong.
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Abel and Keith collecting
Manyilk for painting

Boys dancing at
Bininj Kunborrk

Children’s Ground share Bininj
Kunborrk at Mahbilil Festival

Early years and primary
having lunch at the café

Loretta Djandjomerr and Sonya Nango
teaching Jinisha how to prepare Almangiyi
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Romeo Redford, Dwayne Dakgalawuy, Damien
Kamholtz, John Dodd and Graham Rostron
stripping bark from the Stringybark tree

Storm clouds over Ubirr
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Bangkerreng
Knock ‘em Down Storm Season
Bangkerreng is the knock ‘em down storm
season. In this season it’s time for fish – this is
when we find the fish that have the best flavour.
This is when the old men can make paintings
on the Stringybark tree because this is when
the bark is wet from the inside. That’s when you
can strip the bark from the tree and use it to cut
shapes for painting and making shelters.
For Learning on Country we take the kids out
fishing and we join the Morle Boys collecting
bark so the wurdurd can see what the young
ones are doing, learning from old people so that
they can carry on in their next generation. For
the After Hours program we pick the kids up
after school and we take them to do activities
like sewing, playing football, playing tin tin,
cooking, swimming and lots more.

Lee Nabarlambarl
and Tylar

Cecily Djandjomerr stripping
the paperbark for cooking fish
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Yekke
Cooler But Still Humid Season
Yekke is the season when we see lots of
Djalangkarridjdjalangkarridj (dragonflies) which
means that the rains are finished. The cooler
weather and the wind blowing from northeast
to west signals the start of the dry season time.
Manmorlak (Kakadu plum) fruits are ripe and
knocked down from trees to collect. Also in
this season kurdukadji (emu) are fat and we
are ready to hunt it. Yekke is a quiet season.
Hendrika and Christianna
Djandjomerr holding Manmorlak

Violet Lawson teaching the
wurdurd how to find bush tucker
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Elizabeth Pettersson talking
about her country

Melanie Elgregbud sharing her story
with Children’s Ground at Anlarr
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Bob, Billy, Jimmy and Jinisha
holding Manimunak (magpie goose)

Wurdurd holding yams
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Wurrkeng
Cold Weather Season
Wurrkeng is the season of kunbonjdjek, the
cool weather time. Koyek kunmayorrk (dry
winds blow from the east) and kabokolung
(the water level starts dropping). This is good
weather for going out camping. The native
bees are busy making honey so it is the best
time for collecting Mankung (sugar bag) and
hunting kunj (kangaroo). Wurrkeng is also
when we go hunting for magpie goose and
collecting yams.

Marlene Badwana
holding sugarbag

Neville Namarnyilk welcoming
Zacinias to country
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Kuwurluwurlhme
manbedje

Jasmine and Ben
collecting Manwirdu

Julie and Joewina
hunting for turtle

Kurrung
Hot Dry Weather Season
Kurrung season is the hot weather season!
That’s when it’s a good time for kawurluwurlhme
kabbal dja manbedje kunak (floodplain and
speargrass burning). This is a very good time
for hunting Ngalmangiyi (northern long-necked
turtle), Borlokko (water python) and collecting
Manwirdu (water-lilies).

Susan, Kiara, Kezia,
Mena and Makayla
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Namarrkon Kamayhmayhke
over Mudjinbardi

Uriah with the
lightning grasshopper

Jinisha holding
kedjebe

These are the traditional
ochres for us Bininj

Kunumeleng
Pre-Monsoon Storm Season
Kunumeleng is the time when the kunngol (clouds) and kunmayorrk (wind) gather together from
all directions. This is when we get the first rains and storms. Animals hear kangurdulme (thunder)
and know it’s time for a change. Namarrkon kamayhmayhke (lightning flashes) tell us that it is time
to take the kids looking for Ngalmangiyi and Kedjebe (filesnake). It is very important for our children
to learn what to look for and where to find it during this season.
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Kunngol

Hunting for turtle
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Morle Boys, Robbie Goodman and John
Dodd, fishing with Mahalia and Kiara

Susan collecting
Mandjurrukkumarlba
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Kudjewk
Wet Season
Kudjewk is the wet season and monsoon
time. Heavy rains brings kudjarr (flooding and
flowing water) and kunmayorrk (strong winds).
When the Mandarl is flowering in Kudjewk
season it is a sign that the fish are ready to
catch. This is the best time to collect Djilidjilih
(bush sugar cane) and we show our wurdurd
when it’s brown coloured this means it is juicy
inside and sweet to drink. In Kudjewk we go
hunting for Nadjinem (black wallaroo) and
Kornobolo (agile wallaby) in the high country
and when the Yakkuyukku (fire fly lights) flash
at night, it’s a signal that Mandjurrukkumarlba
(sweet black berry) is ready to collect.

Mena eating
bush tucker

Primary wurdurd are proud of
themselves and their drawing
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“For our wurdurd we show them the right way...
It’s important for us to teach our kids.”
– Mark Djandjomerr
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Some of our wurdurd

Ailena

Ambrose Jnr

Anthony

Augustine

Azeriah

Bill

Billy

Bob

Chace

Curtis

Denzel

Diondre

Doreen

Elishebah

Ezekiel

Felix

Flint Jnr

Harry

Hendrika

Jarelle
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Jesse

Jimmy

Jinisha

Joewina

Jordene

Kayless

Keith

Kezia

Kiara

Lucas

Mahalia

Makayla

Malcolm jnr

Malique

Martel

Mena

Paddy

Raizo

Rozemary

Shaylen

Susan

Tylar

Tia
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Zacinias

Some of the people who work
with Children’s Ground

Able Naborlhborlh

Alicia Smith

Alio Djandjomerr

Alfie Naborlhborlh

Andy Ralph

Annie Cameron

Belinda Djandjomerr

Belinda Morton

Bram Morton

Cadell Goodman

Cara Goodman

Cecily Djandjomerr

Christianna
Djandjomerr

Christine Alangale

Cianne Mcconville

Clive Lane

Corianne Cameron

Damien Kamholtz

Darius Cameron

Darlene Thorn

Darren Marimowa

David Cameron

Dayna Namarnyilk

Dionn Heitmann

Dwayne Dakgalawuy

Elizabeth Pettersson

Emily Pettersson

Eva Pettersson

Felicity Douglas

Freida Baker

Georgina
Namarnyilk

Graham Rostrom

Gwendolyn
Djandjomerr

Ian Djandjomerr

Jacqui Stewart

Jane Vadiveloo

Janine Morton

Jasmine Nabobob

Jeshua
Djandjomerr

Jill Vizec

Jo Perry

Jobeth Nadji

John Dodd

Johnny Lemibanda

Josabella Cameron

Joy Nabegeyo

Julie Djandjul

Kamahl
Djandjomerr

Kaylene
Djandjomerr
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Kestianna
Djandjomerr

Kimberly
Namarnyilk

Larry Cunningham

Lee Nabarlambarl

Lenny Wood

Liz Newell

Loretta Djandjomerr

Marcus Dempsey

Mark Djandjomerr

May Nango

Marlene Badwana

Melanie Elgregbud

Nerisha Nabulwud

Neville Namarnyilk

Nicole Alangale

Patsy Raglar

Peace Wurrkidj

Perlin Simon

Queenie Brennan

Rachel Price

Raelene Djandjul

Rebekka Atz

Rhonda Henry

Rhonda Williams

Richie Nabarlambarl

Robbie Goodman

Romeo Redford

Roxanne
Naborlhborlh

Russell Haines

Sandra Djandjul

Sarah Billis

Selone Djandjomerr

Shanice Looker

Shannon Nango

Shannon Mcleod

Shari Aluni

Shirly Brown

Sonya Nango

Stephanie Djandjul

Sue Haines

Susan Ingawala

Tamika Cooper

Tim Djandjomerr

Uriah Djandjomerr

Vienna Wood
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Violet Lawson

We are working together, Balanda and
Bininj, in a good way. Making it happen….
It is important for these wurdurd, while
they are kids, to get education…
– Mark Djandjomerr

This report talks about Bininj history,
Bininj knowledge, Bininj culture, Bininj
law… it is important for our wurdurd
to learn the Balanda and the Bininj way.
– Roxanne Naborlhborlh

children’s
ground
Children’s Ground
Jabiru Office
Shop 4, Town Plaza, Tasman Crescent, Jabiru
Northern Territory 0886
Melbourne Office
673 Bourke Street, Melbourne
Victoria 3000
phone: 0447 903 084
email: cgadmin@childrensground.org.au
web: www.childrensground.org.au
facebook: www.facebook.com/childrensgroundaus
twitter: @ChildrensGround

